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Asset Owner – CDI
Our France Development Business Line is looking for an Asset Owner. The main
mission of this position is to manage the value creation of power plants (hydro /

At Voltalia we are passionate about
renewable energies! We are an
electricity producer from wind, solar,
hydro and biomass, and also a service
provider to 3rd party clients such as
Development, EPC, O&M and
Distribution.
Today we are in 18 countries, split
among 4 continents, and offering a
global operating capacity to our clients.
We are listed on the regulated Euronext
market in Paris since July 2014.

wind / solar) under construction and operation.
Do you have the energy we need ?

You will be responsible for the following tasks:
-

Responsible for power plants (wind, solar, hydro, biomass, storage)

located in metropolitan France, in support of development teams. The transfer
of responsibility, which is usually in the pre-construction phase shortly after
becoming an Investment Committee, is formally notified.
-

Ensure that the plants are financed, constructed, operated and

administered in accordance with the most recent Investment Proposal and the
decisions taken in the annual plant reviews.
-

Since these tasks are performed by ASIF, EPC, O & M and Finance
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respectively, regularly check the performance of each of these teams.
-

Have a global vision of the plants. Provide the interface between ASIF /

EPC / O & M / Finance, but also more occasionally other teams such as
Development (finalization of development, local disputes ...), COE (production
studies), Communication (press releases), HSE (alerts security), etc.
-

Responsible for detecting any topics not already covered by ASIF, EPC,

O & M, Finance or any other entity of Voltalia, including technical, financial, tax,
insurance, relational, security, regulatory, etc.
-

Detect inconsistencies in the interface or unaccounted for topics and

remedy by acting other teams, possibly involving his hierarchy.
-

Conduct a follow-up meeting during the financing / construction period

and the annual review during the operating period, in order to coordinate ASIF /
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Asset Owner
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ASAP

EPC / O & M / Finance. In some cases, they can intervene directly, especially in
the event of a crisis. Analyze the reporting of the plants on a monthly basis.
-

To be a force of proposal to optimize the value of the power stations,

beyond the characteristics envisaged during the Investment Proposal. Research
therefore all technical, financial, commercial, etc., optimization, including
ambitious ideas such as the exploitation of regulatory niches, extension of land
rights (including acquisition), repowering, refinancing, etc.

Qualifications :
Graduated from Financial or engineering degree, you have a successful
experience ( more 5 years) in the management of plants under construction
and / or in operation.
You have a good knowledge of the energy sector. Rigorous and motivated, you
are passionate about renewable energy, and you are familiar with the financial
analysis of power plants, particularly through Excel models. You have strong
interpersonal skills and team spirit.

Language: Fluency French and in English is essential.

Thank you for sending your application (CV + Cover letter) by mail:
voltaliarecruits.fr@voltalia.com quoting the reference

HR Group team
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